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"ON TO VALLEY CITY"
IS OUR WAR CRY
TOMORROW

VOL. XXI

CORNERSTONE IS
PUT INTO PLACE
BY S. H. SOMSEN

THE MlSTlC
MOORHEAD STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Moorhead, Minnesota, Oct. 30, 1931

Chapel Programs For
Next Month Announced
During the chapel period on Wednes
day, October 28, a geographical film
entitled, "Wanderers of Arabian Des
erts," was shown. This film showed
the various characteristics and habits
of these people.
Looking forward to coming chapel
programs, it was found that on Decem
ber 2, Miss Wenck of the music de
partment will give a demonstration. On
December 4, Dr. John Walker Powell
of the University of Minnesota will be
the speaker.

ATTEND THE FRESHMAN
MASQUERADE BALL
TOMORROW NIGHT

NO. 6

Robert Walls State
M. S. T. C. ALUMNI
FRESHMEN TELL
Atwater Kent Winner
OF HOMECOMING Robert Walls, Washburn, N. D., won REGISTER FROM
MANY CLASSES
state Atwater-Kent Radio contest
GALA FEATURES attheBismarck,
N. D., Friday evening, Oc

tober 23. His winning number was a J897 OLDEST CLASS REPRESENTED;
(by Various Freshmen)
tenor solo entitled "Total Eclipse" by
CLASS OF '31 HAS LARGEST
Editor's Note: The following story or
Handel.
NUMBER BACK
series of stories has been gathered from
Having won the local contest in Fargo
Freshman composition class papers, by
September 30, Mr. Walls entered the
Approximately 200 answered the call
courtesy of Mrs. Price.
The outstanding events of the 1931
state contest over KFYR at Bismarck. to come back for Homecoming last Fri
BANNER
DOMINATES
Homecoming at the College was the
His winning at Bismarck gives him an day and Saturday. Eleven more names
HOMECOMING DECORATIONS
laying of the corner stone of MacLean
'Of all the decorations for the 1931 opportunity to enter the semi-finals in were registered in the '31 alumni album
Hall, which took place at 1:15 p. m.
than in the '30 record. The oldest class
Homecoming", says Lillian Peterson, Chicago, November 22.
Saturday before a large crowd of alum
Mr. Walls is a senior at M. S. T. C. represented was that of '97, while the
the large red and white Dragon ban
ni, students, and townspeople.
ner, fastened to the top of the new and is majoring in music. He sings in best represented class was that of '31
As the 50-piece Dragon band, under
smokestack,
was the biggest feature. As the double male quartet and chapel with 38 alumni present. The following
the direction of A. M. Christensen,
132 names were taken from the alumni
the homecoming alumni approached choir.
struck up the "Processional", across the
album, which is to be the permanent
Moorhead, this banner was their first
campus from Wheeler hall came the
record of all alumni present at the
impression of the big celebration. It
students of the Training School and the
Homecoming
celebrations:
was
visible
for
miles
around,
especially
College, preceded by the guests, speak
Mrs. Anna Field Fetvedt '97, Fergus
ers, and faculty in academic costumes. ALPHA PSI OMEGA WILL PRESENT in the evening when it was illuminated
Falls; Anna Swenson 1900, State De
by the bright lights . . . . "
On approaching the granite steps oi
"SOMEBODY'S CROOKED
partment of Education, St. Paul; Nellie
TORCH PARADE
the structure, the faculty, speakers and
NOVEMBER 7
MEANT MUCH WORK
special guests ascended to take seats
GRIDDERS MEET BISON IN FOL Hicks '04-'28, teacher, Fargo, N. D.,
Clara Lobben '04, teacher at Franklin
"The evening before the Homecoming
on the rostrum, while the students
LOWING WEEK; MANY TO GO
Opening the dramatic activity of the
School, Fargo, N. D.; Edith Darrow
spread in a quarter circle before the college for this season, the Alpha Eta the Freshmen boys were to be found
TO VALLEY CITY
Godfrey '05, Moorhead; Anna Bjoin '06,
in the manual training .room among
steps.
cast of Alpha Psi Omega, national dra
teacher, Crookston; Katie M. Lobben
a
huge
pile
of
discarded
gunny
sacks,
Old College Portrayed
Dissatisfied
with
his
team's
play
matic fraternity, will present the play,
The invocation, given by Dr. J. N. "Somebody's Crooked" on the evening trying to get torches ready for the against the Aberdeen State Teachers '06, Roosevelt School, Fargo; and Jessie
Brown, president of Concordia college, of November 7. This is a mystery com street parade", writes Willie A. Bjorn- College last Saturday in which the Anderson Loucks '09, Moorhead.
Oline Sulbrin Shea '10, Moorhead;
was followed by the singing of "Alma edy involving a great many humorous stad. "How we Worked! Having Dr. Dragons played the Wolves to a score
Mater" by the student body and alumni. as well as dramatic incidents. The ac Archer with us to give us the necessary less tie, Alex (Sliv) Nemzek put his Grace Adler Goodsell '10, Moorhead;
Dr. Frank A. Weld, president of the tion moves swiftly, interestingly inter instructions, we were soon in the midst squad through a week of intensive Lu O'Loughlin, '11, Moorhead; Katie
of the manufacturing process. One training in preparation for the Home Nevramen Kjorke '11, Fargo; Cora MelCollege from 1899 to 1920, looked back woven with two love themes.
lum '11, teacher, Detroit Lakes; Olga
group of us cut and shaped wires, oth
thru the decades to "The Old College"
The following characters are given ers cut up the gunny sacks into strips, coming game at Valley City tomorrow. Lakes '11, teacher Crookston; Su O'
That a potential empire whose de
Accompanied by the entire Band of
in the order that they appear on the while still others wound these strips
Loughlin '12, Moorhead. '
velopment has only just begun is a
stage: Ishe Kitamaru, a Japanese ser into the properly shaped end of of the 52 members, the Pep Squad, and an
fitting description of the 11 counties
Jessie Louden '14, Moorhead; Wallace
unsusally
large
number
of
students
and
vant, played by Axel Taflin, Winger; prepared wires. After we had labored
comprising the College district was the
Rosel '14, superintendent, Hendrum;
Sadie Jones, or English Sadie from for about three hours, we had about faculty members, the squad will leave
thought expounded by Dr. Weld. Point
for Valley City early Saturday morning. Clara M. Anderson '14, teacher, Crook
Scotland Yard, Eileen Hiland, Morris;
ing out the meager facilities of the ins Daniel Forrester, a typical middle-aged 200 torches ready to be soaked ii
The Dragons at present are in un ston; Anna L. Nickles '18, Fargo; Rhoda
kerosene."
titution as of forty-two years ago, he
usually good condition for this time L. Peterson '20, teacher, Evansville;
New York business man, Raymond Si THIS IS STATION
showed how progressive the College
of the season, except Captain Nelson, and Gustava Olsen '21, teacher in Lin
monitsch, Moorhead.
D-R-A-G-O-N BROADCASTING
has been, and how careful to keep a
whose shoulder was strained last Sat coln School, Fargo.
Cast Announced
"This is station D-R-A-G-O-N broad
wholesome balance between the pro
Mrs. Geo. T. Lee '22, Moorhead;
Homer Buxton, a detective who "picks casting from the smokestack of the urday. Valley City is somewhat crip
LaVerne Meehan '23, teacher, Aitkin;
fessional and the cultural.
up little things here and there,", Clif heating plant. It is now 6:30 p. m. on pled by injuries and so far this year
Gifts Presented
their record is not the most preposses Mrs. Stella Witnel '23 Moorhead; Leon
ford Fering, Wheaton; William Francis
Friday, October 23", writes Bernice On- sing. Holding Wahpeton Science to a ard Murray B. E. '24, superintendent,
Now the Old College, holding fast to
still unmarried but not through any
stine. "From my throne I am watch scoreless tie in their first game, in their Aitkin; Mrs. Albert Fossay '25, Moor
cherished memories, extends felicita
fault of his, very much in love with
ing the Homecoming of M. S. T. C
head; Gladys W. Knight '25, teacher,
tions to the new College as it stands at
Bessie, Walter Fogel, Dilworth; Julia The rain is threatening to soak me and last two starts they have been defeated
Amenia, N. D.; Elizabeth Connelly '25,
the entrance of a new and beautiful
14-0
by
Minot
and
14-6
by
Mayville.
Welling, a stylish young widow in the
environment, Dr. Weld said in the con early thirties in the market for anothei the wind is trying its best to thrash me
However the Vikings are somewhat teacher, Strandbury, N. D.; Margaret
down, but still I cling to my abode and noted for their uncanny habit of up Maland '26, Moorhead Daily News,
cluding part. The MiSTiC is in pos
husband, Louise Murray, • Parkers
watch.
session of the entire speech, and hopes
setting the dope. With a large student Moorhead; Mrs. Joe Schak '26 Fargo.
Prairie.
that space will permit of its publica
"There are manv strange people on body and homecoming crowd to spur
Ralph Iverson '27, Tower; Elsa KrabBerme Welsh, a detective who distinn in the near future. - —
my campus. They act as if they be tftem on, they are quite likely to play benhoft '27, Moorhead; Ida M. Ekblad
covers
he
can't,
successfully
serve
more
Following Dr. Weld's address, rep
long here, and they do, for they are inspired football, and judging by what '27, Moorhead; Alice Corneliussen '27.
resentatives of the various depart than one master at one time, Curt Rem- the alumni. Old acquaintances are be over-confidence did to the A. C. last teacher at Oak Mound, Moorhead;
ments and organizations of the College frey, Fargo; John Weedon, detective, ing renewed, and everyone is home Saturday in their game with South Da Hazel Peterson '27, Crookston; D. L.
with brief comments presented tokens very hard boiled, Donald Bird, Detroit again. Time flies, and darkness is kota State, Sliv's men may not be at Merganthal '27, Lisbon, N. D.; Cora A.
to President MacLean to place in the Lakes; Juan Fernando Lopez, a rich approaching. It is now 7 o'clock. I such an advantage.
Strand '28, teacher, Donnelly; Anne
corner stone. President MacLean spoke Spanish gentleman, Lyman Bringold, see a beautiful sight. The queen is
November 7 finds the Dragons ai Johnson '28, Lancaster.
Pine
Island;
Pasquale,
a
servant
of
Lo
a few words in appreciation as he plac
Petra Rekedal Dahl '28, teacher,
walking through a path of shining light. Dacotah Field in Fargo facing the
ed them in the cornerstone box. S. G pez but a villain at heart, Cecil Veitcli, The throng of people gasp at the beauty North Dakota Bison, without doubt the Glyndon; lone Peterson '28, teacher,
Comstock, "Father of the College", and Fargo.
of the scene.
most formidable opponents on the Dra Hawley; Vivian Mero '28 Fargo; Agnes
Arrangements for the staging of the
Dr. Gilbert Gosslee, resident director
"Everyone has enterd Weld Hall, and gons' schedule. The Bison feature a Renner '28, teacher, Ada; Agnes Mersealed the lid. Stephen H. Somsen play, are in charge of Donald Bird, I will be alone until 7:30. The only powerful offense headed by Cy Lons- genthal '28, Hillsboro; Mr. and Mrs. H
president of the State Teachers college who is acting as business manager.
sound that greets me is the cheering borough, husky quarterback, Viv Mc J. Sand '28 Fargo; Marvin Syverson, B.
board laid the corner stone in place
from within. . . • Ah! I dp not have Kay and Paul Bunt, the brilliant pass E. '28, Wahpeton S. S. S.; and May Mil
Lord Gives Examples
to wait long now. A rumble reaches ing team, and Schoenfelder and Shamp, ler '28 teacher, Osage.
Dr. Livingston C. Lord, first president
Ruth Meilicke '29, Paynesville; Leila
my ears, and lights reach my eyes. It giant tackles.
of the College, spoke for a few minutes
A. Miller '29 Barrett; Florence Winter
is a grand show. The student body,
on "The New College". "What is new'29, Moorhead; Marie Ebeling '29 teach
alumni, and visitors, with their torches
asked Dr. Lord. "In teaching there is
er, Dent; Altha Gabrielson '29, teacher,
burning, look like numberless fireflies
nothing new. There were good teach
Goodridge; May Lidstrom '29, teacher,
CONCERTS PLANNED FOR VALLEY flickering in the darkness. They are
ers in the old days as there are good
Detroit Lakes; Helen Walker '29, Far
winding
around
the
streets
of
Moor
CITY HOMECOMING AND EX
teachers today. The new thing about
head to the tune of the Dragon Band.
Having selected music to be use'd for go; and Laura Simonson, Crookston.
CHANGE WITH N. D. U.
teaching Is that there are more good
Doll Cronin, B. E. '29, teacher, Min
"As they again approach me, there a concert program to be given later on
teachers now.
neapolis;
Amanda Aarestad '29, teacher,
is
a
mad
scramble
to
a
large
heap.
The
in
the
year,
the
aim
of
the
college
or
Tomorrow the M. S. T. C. Band will
"Going back to Bible days," contin
leave with the football team for Val heap breaks into flames, and the 'Pow chestra is to work for perfection on Glyndon; Pearl Tankonet '29 Moor
ued Dr. Lord, "2000 years ago lived the
head; George Simson, B. E. '29, Detroit
ley City, North Dakota. Besides spur wow' is on. Cheers are followed by these pieces.
greatest teacher of all, the Nazarene."
Lakes; F. H. Bordsen, B. E. '29, Detroit
ring their team on to victory at the cheers as the flames, whipped by the
A new instrument, the bassoon, play
Briefly Dr. Lord gave three, examples
game there they will participate in the wind, soar upward to the heavens. The ed by Harry Keehne, has been added Lakes, Clara M. Malvey B. E. '29, sup
of Jesus' teaching.
One illustration
Valley City State Teachers College Band is playing, and everyone is sing- to the orchestra. The band will also ervisor, Bemidji; Floyd Carter, B. E.
was that in which the Pharisees and
'30, teacher Comstock high school; El
ing.
Homecoming
parade.
make use of this instrument.
Herodians brought Jesus a coin, asking
izabeth Brown '30, teacher at Oak
"As
the
flames
die
down,
the
crowd
Another trip anticipated by Band
A small group of the orchestra played Mound, Moorhead; Selma Hoganson '30,
him if it was lawful to give tribute to
gradually follows suit. Husky voices
members
is
one
to
Grand
Forks.
Mr.
Wednesday night at the American Le teacher, Perley; Mabel Hoganson '30.
Caesar. "Whose is this image and
say good night, and everyone wends
superscription?" Jesus asked them. Christensen, director of the Band, is their weary way homeward .... This gion banquet, given at the armory teacher, Felton.
"Ceasar's" was their answer. His an negotiating for an exchange program is station D-R-A-G-O-N signing off at This same group will play during in
Vitalis Hintze '30, Ada; Verona Mor
termission at the play "Somebody's row '30, teacher Fisher; Agnes E. Spilswer to them was "Render therefore with the University of North Dakota. 9:00 o'clock. Goodnight everyone."
Crooked", November 7, at Weld Hall seth '30, Kensington; Grace Riersgard
Having in mind the concert at Grand CORNER STONE
unto Ceasar the things which are Cea
sar's, and unto God the things that are Forks, and one to be given here in LENDS SOLEMNITY
'30, teacher, Ulen; Harriet Jenson '30,
Moorhead, practice has started in ear
God's".
Dalton; Pearl Jenson '30, teacher, New
"This year a new spirit was evident
Upsets Often Good
nest on a program of music which has in our Homecoming", relates Elna MatYork Mills; Stella Felde '30, teacher,
Dr. Lord went on to say that as the been chosen for such occasions. The tson. "The laying of the corner stone
Doran; Inga M. Fosse, '30, teacher, Peli
world has gained more knowledge, we following is a list of the pieces selected: added to the occasion a solemnity which
can Rapids.
Playing a scoreless game .until a lone
have had to enlarge the field of teach "Irish Tune from County Derry," in past years has not been as noticeably
Babs Brown, B. E. '30, teacher, Leon
ing to keep pace with the times. Edu Grainger; "Egmont Overture," Beeth prevalent. As the student body, the touchdown was made during the final ard, N. D.; Ardis Millar '30, teacher,
cationally speaking (here can be "good oven; "The Calif of Bagdad," A. Boiel- training school, and the faculty gather quarter, Hawley defeated the Baby Harwood, N. D.; Lois Millar '30, teach
Dragons 6-0 in their gridiron encounte: er, Harwood, N. D.; Alice Sykora '30,
upsets" and "bad upsets" for students. den; "March Militaire," Schubert;
ed in front of MacLean Hall and the
Most colleges bring about good upsets "French Patrol," Fulton; "Introduc ceremony began, there was a spirit Thursday, October 22. The solitary teacher, Waubun; Frances Johnson '30.
and the student leaves the college the tion, Bridal Chorus" from the third act akin to reverence. Everyone realized touchdown scored by Hawley was made teacher, Breckenridge; Ida Sherwood
better for having been there, as does of Richard Wagner's "Lohengrin," ar what an important step was taking on a pass.
'30, Tracy; Dwight Sherwood, B. E. '30,
the ax in its upsetting leave the fire ranged by Laurendean; "In the Hall
The play of Schied and Smith for music supervisor, Tracy high school;
place in the development of the College;
better and sharper ax. Any upsetting of the Mountain King" from "Peer
everyone realized his responsibility as the College High eleven was character and Helen Hegland '30, teacher, Mentor.
of the "eternal verities", Dr. Lord con Gynt Suite", Grieg; "March Slave", a student or faculty member; everyone ized by a number of long punts and
Carl Maedl '30, teacher, Grandin, N.
tinued, would be an undesirable upset. Tschaikowsky; "Barber of Seville",
took pride in the fact that he had a yardage gains. The teamwork of the D.; Vernon Jensen '30, teacher, Mentor;
Closing the solemn ceremony, the en Rossini; "Fountain of Youth", King; part in this forward movement."
Baby Dragons was of a quality which Carolyn Rekedal '30, teacher, Garfield;
tire assemblage rose to sing "The Star "Morning, Noon and Night", Suppe;
prevented the enemy from gaining Alice Isackson '30, teacher, Herman;
"Atlantis Suite", Safranels; "Nutcrack MANY ANXIOUS
Spangled Banner."
much ground by line smashes.
Lulu Asleson '30, teacher, Eldred; Ediih
MOMENTS
REGISTERED
er Suite", Tschaikowsky; "Andante,"
Ditzler, B. E. '30 teacher, Tracy high
"One
by
one,"
writes
Phoebe
JacobMiss Hayes resumed her teaching on from "Fifth Symphony", Beethoven.
school;
Lelan Shaw '30, Frazee; Mary
On
Tuesday
Mr.
Schwendeman
ad
son, "the representatives from the dif
Monday after a two-weeks absence.
dressed the Rotarians, at their semi Gilbertson '20, teacher, Dilwcrth.
ferent
classes
and
divisions
of
the
Col
Her arm is doing nicely, though it will
Stella Sather '30, teacher, Hawley;
AGNES DUFFY TAKES
lege presented their gifts to President monthly luncheon at the New Columbe some time before she will be able
MacLean
to
be
placed
in
the
corner
bia
Hotel.
The
subject
of
his
talk
was
Lillian
Jesness 0, leacher, Glyndon;
FARGO HIGH POSITION
to use it.
Marvel Lystne '31, Gary; Fra~ces Hay• » •
Miss Agnes Duffy, B. E. '31, began stone. Eloquent speeches by these rep- "The New Geography"
den '31, Hallock; Richard Lcwry, B.
* * *
Mr. Preston sang two numbers, work this week as teacher of mathe resentatives helped to make the occa- 1
es
mauirm,
E.
'31, Fergus Falls; F.uth Ellicks n '31.
sion
a
lasting
memory
for
students
and
p
.
MacLean
returned
Monday
from
res
"Comfort Ye My People" and "Every matics in the Agassiz junior high
I St Cloud He left Moorhead Sunday Lake Park; Esiher Nelson '31, Lrke
faculty.
school,
Fargo.
She
was
assistant
to
Miss
Valley"i at a meeting of the Moorhead
! accompanied by Dr. Livingston C. Lord,
(Conilmu,! on IMgc I-MH ,
(Continued on Pnge Four)
Leonard this summer,
music club last Friday.

WELD, LORI), GOSSLEE, BROWN
AND PRESIDENT MacLEAN
ALSO ON PROGRAM

MYSTERY COMEDY
TO BE PRESENTED

M.S.T.C. BAND TO
ACCOMPANY TEAM

VIKINGS-DRAGONS
MEET TOMORROW

Orchestra To Play At
"Somebody's Crooked"

Baby Dragons Bow To
Hawley High Gridders

THE
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MiSTiC

Gess they was all jellous
of my new suit. It's green with a yel<£>
.
—;— <$>
lo stripe.
A weekly
SPIRIT RESTS
rapapcr published by Moorhend State Teachers College every
In theafternoon somebody laid a cor
Friday of the
ege year. Printed In the Collegre Print Shop and issued at the
When Old Main burned on .February nerstone. I don't know where they
Colter*.
9th, 1929, an old Spirit that had haunt laid it. I was still eatin' dinner. I got
Enured aa second class matter at the Postofflce at Moorhead. Minnesota.
Suh»crlption price, activity fee to students; alumni dues to members of the ed it for almost thirty years, and had an awful weakness for dumplins. Then
watched over some of the young men they had one of those hair-pullin con
Association; all others, $1.50 a year. Single copies. 5c.
of the College during that time, was tests on the field.
I'll bet they 11 all
disembodied; and since has been more 'be bald-headed by spring. A lot of
or less restlessly roaming about the pepul was there and yelled. I yelled
( C h a r t e r(
*
)M e m b e r )
Campus without a definite resting place. 2. Dr." Archy kept lookin' at us with
"* When it saw the preparations made a telescope. I guess he likes the queen.
for the new building, it became heart He looked at her a long time. I wonder
M• mb• r loorhbbd Cliimbir of Comm.rc.
ened and overjoyed; when it saw a if his wife saw him.
new building taking form on the very
Kdlturia Board
October 26.—I didn't go to church to
CLARENCE GLASRUD
Editor-in-Chief spot where its dear old shell had form day. Had an awful head ache!
BOROTHY KETVEIfT
Associate Editor erly stood, it almost became visible in
October 27.—Felt better, but stayed
CECIL VE1TCH
College Editor its glee.
BAN McCOY
1
Special Features
It listened eagerly when it heard the home. I was afraid I'd feel werse if I
EI.IANOR SHERMAN
.V
Editorial. plans discussed, but as time went on, went to skool.
ALWIN COCKING ..
Sports it heard no mention made of itself, as
October 29.—Went downtown this
JOHN UK11K.ES
;
Sports 1
having any part in this new abode. So morning. I got some greesy stuff for
JOI BtALISM CLASS
to keep from being forever a homeless my hair. Gosh it makes it shinne. I
Spirit it began to plan and to contrive gess I look pretty swell now. Later—
SYDNEY KURTZ
MILBREB MOBERG
ABEL CHINA
CECIL VE1TCH
F. W. COMSTOCK
in devious ways; for to be secure in this Asked Maxinne Brown to go to a show, j
GERTRL'BE PETERSEN
FORREST OLSON
MARY RONINGEN
new edifice, it must in some way. She said it hurt her eyes. I like gurls
AXEL TA1 LIN
EILEEN HILAND
known or unknown, place its Talisman like that who tell the truth. I gess
MAX IN E BROWN
IONE WEIR.
as a token of goodwill in the corner she's a little tall for me tho.
October 30.—Today I went out and j
JOHN INGKltSOI.L
Business Manager stone of the new structure.
WILSON OUK k KN
Circulation Manager
So by secret planning and by mystic worked football. Nemzek said I was 3
RALPH JOHNSON
Adtertising Manager
arts, learned possibly from Mr. Lau- clown and a dumbell, so I quit today, j
State Editor
BON ALU E. BIRD
rant, this magnanimous Spirit placed He told me to kick, so I kicked him. ,
HENRY B. WELTZIN
•»
Print Shop Supervise his Talisman and best wishes for the I don't know why he got "sore". May
Faculty Adviser institution and its administrator in the be I kicked too hard. Gee, I feel blue
BYRON D. MURRAY
cornerstone. Now the requited Spirit
is resting serenely in happy meditation
ONE .MORE. BUT NOT ENOUGH
on the things that it hopes are to be.
As we extend a hearty welcome to the new sorority on the
—A. I.
Campus, we begin to wonder how it happens that for many years the
9College has been going along with only two sororities available to its A PLEA FOR MORE RULES AND
In Advanced Physiology class the
hundreds of girls and why the girls have waited until their number
REGULATIONS
students were describing the different
approaches the half thousand mark before organizing another. The The phrase "rules and regulations" organs of the body. Betty Bestock: "I
fact that there is only one fraternity can be more easily explained, conjures to my mind pictures of brass- have now described a part of the nose.
since it is only recently that the number of men has increased suffi buttoned uniforms, the goose-step, long Miss McMillan will now tell you ex
scrolls held by bearded potentates, a actly how we smell."
ciently to warrant another.
long index finger
waggled under a
*
*
*
Whatever our ideas on sororities or fraternities may be, whether nose, a tight mouth and a shaking head. At the game the Queen forgot her
we think they have a desirable influence or not, surely we will agree I glory in these pictures. I wish I queenly decorum long enough to munch
that since there are two sororities, why shouldn't there be six when could have more of them. There is one a hamburger. An irrepressible fresh
there are enough girls to justify that number? As long as we have place on our campus that needs a whole man in the person of Curt Remfrey
one fraternity, why not another to share the burden and create a gallery of pictures such as these I see shouted, "Hey, Queen, where's your
competitive spirit? No doubt each sorority or fraternity wants to in my mind. They should be painted dignity?"
*
*
*
be termed "exclusive", but this aim defeats itself entirely when it in oils of brilliant hue, labelled "Rules
and
Regulations"
and
hung
in
our
col
Impossible
as
it
qjpy
seem, a fresh
becomes nothing short of prohibitive and when the societies available
lege library.
man boy was heard to complain about
can take care of only a very small minority of the whole number
Have you ever sought for that quiet the scarcity of girls in college. His
Our two older so'rorities and our single fraternity were formed hour of study on the second floor of argument was something to the effect
from twenty to thirty years ago; they have performed many valuable Weld Hall—and found it? My exper that although the fair sex outnumbered
services, have fulfilled a felt need. Now that the field of activity is iences there are as hair-raising and as the swear sex about 5 to 1, some fellow
widened, we feel that the Gamma Nu's and Pi Mu Phi's showed comfortable as a day spent in the must have stolen a march on him and
got ten girls on the string, because he
excellent sportsmanship in welcoming the new sorority to the college. jungles of central Africa.
Book on table, head in hand, I set didn't have any.
—C. A. G.
*
*
*
tle down to absorb a little knowledge,
(Oh, very little.) Something lights at
One day last week Maxine Brown and
CONSERVATION—A PURPOSE OF EDUCATION
my elbow with a nerve-wracking bang; Echo Lodgard went for a tramp. It is
From one of the foremost conservationists in the northwest, Mr a racuous screech rents the air. I rumored that the tramp died from sheer
II. A. Hamilton of Detroit Lakes, we have recently.received an urgent shriek half aloud'- and wonder what j fright
•
*
*
plea for the closer cooperation of everyone concerned with the con terrible catastrophe has taken place. A
servation of wild life. To us as citizens of the State of Minnesota and wild glance to my right discloses a An upper classman was overheard
more directly as future teachers of a coming generation of citizens, fellow student merely placing(?) his last week giving his advice to a freshbooks next to mine and settling into
the importance of this werk cannot be stressed too much.
! man, "Don't worry if your job is small,
his chair with a stentorian sigh. I at
Quoting Mr. Hamilton: "The will to protect and preserve natural tempt to gather my scattered senses j and your rewards are few; remember
beauty whether birds, fish, flowers or trees, would be the first step and gb back to my book.
that the mighty oak was once a nut
to inculcate in the minds of our youth of today as a foundation upon Through my consciousness comes the like you."
which other education can build. Education has failed where the trample of marching feet No, not
desire to protect and admire natural beauty in some form is lacking. marching, they're running, stumbling,
It is upon the youth of today, the men and women of tomorrow, that clattering. I dare not look up. What
rehabilitation in the form of preservation and protection for our out- could have happened to cause anyone
of-doors depends. And so it is the obligation of every adult man and to dash madly down the hall outside?
12 for 25 cents
Why are they shuffling past my table
woman to encourage and foster this idea in the minds and hearts in a body? Why does the one in the
SHORT
TIME ONLY!
of those who look to us for guidance and advice. If we fail in this lead stumble? Has someone's heart
Suitable for application
accomplishment we have done more to destroy the living essentials failed him, or has a paper-knife been
purposes.
to a happy life than can ever be again repaired in our age or that thrust between his ribs and they are
Open Saturday Evenings.
carrying out the body? I can control
of future generations.
"Conservation is a most fitting and worthwhile subject to be my eyes no longer. I turn my head
taught every child from the lower grades through high school and expecting to see, heaven knows what
FARGO, N. DAK.
college. It would be an all absorbing study of nature in its different horror. Five Freshmen and an upper
Over Isis Theatre
classman are shuffling toward the loan
amazing and interesting phases of life, and would de\e.op an attitude desk, whispering hoarsly for books. I
far more meritorious and beneficial to a well eqtiipped lile than many mop my damp forehead, grasp my book
of the scholastic study requirements of the present time. In no more firmly. My mind js in chaos.
study can the youth of our land become so naturally enthused, and I've lost my place. I start again at the
with such uplifting thoughts, consider those beloved things of nature beginning.
which can, in their silent beauty, strike us dumb with admiration, or
A strange hissing, a low murmuring
THE OLDEST BUSINESS HOUSE
by their song make us hesitate and appreciate the opportunity that and gurgling causes me to reread a line
IN THE RED RIVER VALLEY
five times. I glance up angrily and
is ours to live among them.'
see a sweet, smiling face gazing ador
——C. A. G.
ESTABLISHED 1873
ingly into the eyes of a Dragon full
back. I've lived through an imagined
catastrophe, a supposed death; now
must I be scorched by the adoring
flames of love? I scrape back my chair,
The Dragon was forced to yield the other day, but to no foeman shut my book with a bang, toss it at
other than the elements themselves. The way in which the wind the loan desk, slam the door and rush
Books, Stationery, School Supplies
ripped the banner atop the smokestack to shreds no doubt typified for the quiet out doors.
.With all due respect for our college
what a lot of football squads have tried to do and failed.
Perfumes and Toiletries
library, may I make this suggestion?
*
*
*
*.
Engraved Calling Cards
Aside from a slight misunderstanding in regard to the sealing of That we make more library rules and
regulations, and that each new rule and
the box. the cornerstone laying program went off very well. Even
510 Center Avenue
each new i^gulation be accompanied
that was taken care of successfully when Colonel Edmunds came to by a brass-button-uniformed bouncer,
MOORHEAD. MINNESOTA
the rescue.
Also, may we not have over the door
•
•
*
*
a picture of a gun-squad done in oils?
Out of a welter of fire and smoke last Monday night comes the
—P. V. S.

THE MiSTiC

THE OPEN COLUMN

-P the kitchin.

Dragon's Dragnet

W. W. WALLWORK

Moorhead, Minn.

COMING
Greatest Of All

REXALL
ONE-CENT
SALES
Nov. 4-5-6-7
77ie *HeyKaJUl Store

Moorhead Drug Co.
A. S. SIGURDSON, Owner

Ping Pong Picutres

DEWEY STUDIO

MACKALL'S
DRUG STORE

The Local Situation

ncw^ that the Pep Squad will reorganize, adopt a constitution, elect
nc«' officers, and begin a new existence under the supervision of the
athletic commissioner. As we understand it, they will follow about
the same plans as in the past, only with more clearly defined
objectives.
•
* . *
*
The MiSTiC staff nearly fell victim to the Irish clan McCoy last
week when they sent Dan out "spud Picking" instead of Everett, who
really deserved the credit. We humbly apologize.

r

Kampus Kapers

~®

-®

October 24—Today was Home cum
min', so everybody I gess left home and
cum here. They was all kinds. Sum
was fat, sum was lean. Sum was fat
in sum places and lean in other places
Others was fat in other places and
• *
•
*
*
lean in sum. I gess they all had a good
Coach Morrison and his Vikings would do well to heed advise
time tho. I had a lot of good time too.
of Coach Zuppke of Illinois when he says, "Beware of a strong team I was to three breakfasts, the Pie Etta
which has been held back." There is every indication that the the Damma News and Howls. They
Dragons are out to ruin Valley City's Homecoming next week.
wouldn't let me eat tho; not even in

SMART

SALE!
NAVY BLUE MELTON

OVERCOATS
FRIDAY — SATURDAY

$12.98
You'll never dream what a buy
these coats are till you've tried
on one. Made of Wool Melton
coating in 3-button style, witn
peaked lapels, Bellows pockets,
and durable lining. Length about
47 inches. They fit just like No
bodies business! Get yours be
fore 9:00 P. M. Saturday

t BLACKS

FIND THE CROWDs'
1WHERE I0U ALWATS
FARGO

APPAREL

For Days at College
d?ESSES, SHOES, HOSIERY, ETC

A lsit Our Ready-to-Wear Department
on the 2nd floor and see the new

$10.75 Dresses
For the College Girls

A. L. MOODY

CO.

FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA

THE
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MiSTiC

GRADES PREPARE
FOR HALLOWEEN

Frosh Welcome Upper
Classmen To Frolic
The freshman class will have a Hallowee'n masquerade ball Saturday,
October 31, at eight o'clock in the Stu
dents' Exchange. Music will be furnish
ed by the Fargoans. All men of the
College are requested to attend.
Men of the upper classes will be ad-

CLASSES PLAN FALL ACTIVITIES;
HIGH SCHOOL INTRODUCED
TO DEBATE WORK

H. J. Thornby, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
Gletne Block, 4th St. & Cen. Av.
Moorhead
Minnesota

LARSON AND STOWE
KAPPA PI TO STAGE
The Kindergarten department has MASQUERADE TO-NIGHT
TO ENTERTAIN ART CLUB
been busy the past week making favors
The members of Kappa Pi, Kinderlone Larson and Rachel Stowe will be ,
and small gifts for the party which garten-Primarv society, will enjoy a i hostesses at a tea, entertaining the Ar. ' '': ^ 01 'V'!i
Members of the decoration committee
it gave this week in honor of Miss costume party in the Exchange tonight Club at the next social meeting on
422 Center Avenue
are: Mary Costain, Dorothy Gunderson,
Lommen, who celebrated her birthdays
Monday, November 2.
Phone 2215
The oldest group of the Kindergarten ALTHAIA TO PLAN
Doris Moberg, Orvid Jorgenson, and
was entertained Thursday by the first COMING YEARS PROGRAM
DU BOIS, ERICKSON
Leonard Larson. Those appointed on
grade, and on Friday the second grade
Plans for the projects which are to HOSTESSES TO GAMMA NU'S
the program committee are: Lawrence
is surprising the first
grade with a be studied the coming year will be
Alice Du Bois assisted by Thelma ErPeterson, Uva Cartright, and Harriet
Hallowee'n party.
ickson,
entertained
the
Gamma
Nu
drawn up at a meeting of Althaia,
Both the third and fourth grade and honorary literary society, November 9. sorority, Wednesday, October 28. A Hagen. The refreshment committee
SERVK$g
number of the alumni attended the consists of Kenneth McCoy, Ethel Erthe fifth and sixth grade cottages have
meeting.
been planning for their Hallowee'n GEOGRAPHY COUNCIL
ickson, and Alice Emanuelson.
parties this afternoon. Witches, ghosts, IS SHOWN JUNGLE FILMS
and black cats will be used in decoraA business meeting of the Geography "LOYALTY" SUBJECT OF
tions.
Council was held in the Geography Y. W. C. A. MEETING THURSDAY
Louise Murray led the discussion on
The Intermediate department football room on October 26, following which
team, coached by Lyman Davis, played Mr. Schwendeman entertained the the subject of "Loyalty" at the Y. W
the city grade school team last week. group by showing a film dealing with C. A. meeting Thursday eveninig, Oc
1 Door West of the Post Office
SAFETY
The score was 13-6 in favor of the M "Despoilers of the Jungle Gardens". tober 22. Last night, the group elected
PIES AND PASTRY FOR
i
S. T. C. team.
Donald Sather and Willabelle Wasson officers for the coming year.
THAT LUNCH
Moorhead, Minnesota
Miss Wenck's music class of the In served refreshments.
SIGMA TAU DELTA
termediate Department gave a demon
POSTPONES MEETINGS
stration at the Court House, on Oc KAPPA DELTA PI
Because of the absence of Miss Hayes,
tober 22, for the County Institute of TO INITIATE MEMBERS
Martinson's Optical Dep't.
Those members who have been elect adviser, the members of Sigma Tau
Teachers.
ERNEST PEDERSON
Delta,
national
English
fraternity,
held
Members of he College High School ed to membership in Kappa Delta Pi.
Optometrist
TAXI
Girls Glee Club have finished their new national educational fraternity, will be; no meeting at the regular time
HAVE YOUR EYES EXAMINED
uniforms. They carry out the high initiated at high noon on November 14. scheduled.
Phone
Minnesota
Moorhead
school colors, blue and gold, as the Following the iniitiation a luncheon
-®
jumpers are blue with white blouses will be held at the Gardner. Hotel. (si
Those elected to membership are: Delia
smocked in gold.
Debating, one of the finest
extra Peterson, Mrs. W. Gottenburg, Merle
CITY CLUB MALT
curricular activities in which boys and Sherman, Elainor Sherman, Reuben
Miss Olga L. Lommen, a graduate of
COMSTOCK TAXI
girls can participate, is being intro Parson, and Clarence Glasrud.
1910, who has been principal of the
OFFICE
duced in the high school this year. Mr.
Michael Dowling school for crippled
Loewen will be the director. Tryouts Y. M. C. A. DISCUSSES
children, Minneapolis, has presented
—Comstock Hotel—
COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE
were held this week.
her resignation to tak,e a position with
Phone 343-W
Moorhead
Beginning a series of discussions on the crippled children's bureau of the
COURTEOUS SERVICE
Alumni and college students who get
their mail through the Exchange may Courtship and Marriage, the 'Y"' men New York department of education.
subscribe to the Dragon's Eye, a bi discussed at their meeting last night,
Miss Lommen received her B. S. from
weekly publication of the high school, "What Kind of a Girl will I Marry?" the University of Minnesota in 1925, and
Thon's Shoe Hospital
at the rate of twenty-five cents a year.
Reynold Christensen, Charles Jahr, also studied at Columbia University.
*
*
*
and Jack Bridges were appointed for
Quality Shoe Repairing
the purpose of organizing a Y. M. C. A.
Miss Thelma Moan, '24, of Rothsay
M. S. T. C. Students
4th St. & Center Ave., Moorhead
and Miss Evelyn Monson, '23, of Moor
volleyball team.
"GET
A
SHINE"
head are now teaching in Akron, Ohio.
are always welcome
* * *
(riMembers of the Alumni Association
held a meeting Saturday evening, and
$
made provisions for payment of the
The auditorium becomes silent with
President MacLean and Mr. Sande taxes on their houses, and other bills
expectation. Mohammed Kahn. the aide attended the annual conference of authorized at the last meeting.
MEAT MARKET
from the Orient, attired in his pictur county superintendents held at St.
Fish — Oysters
esque dress stands passively by, adding Paul, Wednesday, October 23. At this
In Season
atmosphere and distinctiveness to the meeting the future of training for rural
Across the street
Meats & Sausages
scene. Eugene Laurant, "Man of Many teaching was discussed.
*
*
*
Mysteries," lifts the cover of the box
from the
Shipped by Parcel Post to our
confining the doves. What! "Seeing
Miss Bieri, of the department of edu
The Womens Monogram Club has re
country customers.
Moorhead Theatre
is believing," we say, but, the more we cation, and Miss Brown and Miss Tan- cently organized under a new consti
Country shipment of veal and
see the less we see. The doves are gen supervisors at Oak Mound, appear- tution. Newly elected officers are:
poultry solicited.
nowhere to be found.
er on the program of the Clay County- president, Echo Lodgard; vice-presi
Minnesota
Moorhead
That "the hand is quicker than the teachers institute held last Thursday dent, Aria Olson; secretary-treasurer
eye," is the verification we make in and Friday at the court house. Grades
Jeannie Gibb.
watching Mr. Laurant during his dem 3, 4 and 7 of Oak Mound also took part
Formal initiation for three new mem
onstration of the feats of magic last in demonstration work.
bers, Mary Hunter, Ruth Roragen, and
In M. S. T. C. Folks Always Think of Briggs
*
*
*
Friday. Cloth thrown into the air
Dorothy Hoag, was held at the home of
When They Think of Flowers
comes down tied into knots, and steel
The supervisors and several of the Annabelle Criser Thursday night. Miss
links are joined into a chain and are student teachers at affiliated schools Frick and Miss McKellar, faculty ad
separated again without evidence of spent the week end at the # College for visers, and Ethel Ludwig, '31 were
CALL AND SEE, OR PHONE US
having been broken. The audience Homecoming.
Phone 762
guests of the ceremony.
Moorhead, Minnesota
*
*
*
views the final act of the performance,
feeling that the simplest trick has been
Theodore Vaala and Mr. Kittleson of
wrapped in an atmosphere of mystery Madison, who were rural students here
DR. F. A. THYSELL
and color.
two years ago, were visitors at Oak
FOR MOTHER'S KIND OF COOKING
DR. J. W. DUNCAN
eat at the
Mound last Sunday. They accompanied
Physicians and Surgeons
Elvin Vaala back to work.

Anderson's Bakery

s-

News of Alumni

Moorhead Hardware
Company

AMERICAN STATE
BANK

17 17

Western Bottling
Works

Mystical Magic
Makes Monkeys
Of Mighty Minds

Affiliated Schools

HUBERT ZERVAS

at

OYLOE STUDIO

Echo Lodgard Heads
Womens Letter Club

BRIGGS FLORAL COMPANY

Students Learn Duties
At School For Officers

Tel. 3574-W
Moorhead
624 Center Ave.

About fifty students have availed
themselves of the opportunity to learn
of the duties of officers by attending
meetings, held each Thursday morning
at 9 o'clock in roojn 9.
"The Secretary" will be the subject
for the third meeting next Thursdaymorning with Mr. Murray in charge
Mr. Kise conducted the first two meet
ings of the "School for Officers," at
which the duties of a chairman were
covered.

Phone: Off. 854-W

Dentist

HOLEPROOF
HOSIERY *

BLUEBIRD and SONNY BOY BREAD

Full fashioned, first quality,
new shades. Very special
at—

Moorhead, Minnesota

79'

Comstock Barber Shop and Beauty Parlor

First State Security Bldg.
Moorhead
Minnesota

DR. V. E. FREEMAN
DENTIST
Wool worth Building
Moorhead

-

-

Minnesota

dlllllllKlllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIllllillllllilllllllllini.g

I Off. Phone 778-W

Res. 778.-R|

Dentist

=

=

Moorhead, Minn.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Genuine Virgin Diamonds and

109 Broadway

FARGO, N. D.

SMART
CLOTHES FOR
THE COLLEGE
MISS—ALWAYS
Moderate Prices

NORTHWEST BAKERY CO., Inc.

If your hair is not BECOMING to you
you better BE COMING to us.
Phone 3593-W
Moorhead, Minnesota

Of PARTMFNT STO •

Room 6, Gletne Block
Moorhead
Minnesota

115 Broadway, Fargo, N. D.

WATERMANOHM CO.

SLICED OR UNSLICED

| Dr. H. D. Rostad |

All Kinds of School Supplies

OFFICE SPECIALTIES CO.

L. A. Benson

Moorhead, Minnesota

Dr. J. H. Sandness

TYPEWRITERS
Rented, Repaired,
and
Sold on Payment Plan. .

Res. 854-R

BLUEBIRD COFFEE SHOP

E. M. Peterson
618 Center Avenue

Authorized Virgin Diamond. Jewel
ers may be identified by the regis
tered Virgin Diamond trademark.

Neubarth's
The City Hall is Across the Street

BRING US THAT NEXT REPAIR

VIRGIN
DIAMONDS

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
Appreciate the Value of a Bank
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS appreciate the value of a
banking connection. Why not take advantage of the com
plete facilities in this strong institution while you are a
student in the State Teachers College? The financial ser
vices of this bank, strengthened by our affiliation with the
Northwest Bancorporation, make an account with us a valu
able asset wherever you may locate in the Northwest. ?

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

:

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA
Affiliated with Northwest Bancorporation

\
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WOLVES BATTLE
M.S.T.C SQUAD TO
SCORELESS TIE
DRAGONS OLTGAIN HEAVY SOUTH
DAKOTA TEAM THIRTEEN
DOWNS TO TWO

Home of Paramount Pictures

MnocJIEad
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®
ATTENTION DEBATERS!

Although Coach "Sliv" Nemzek's Dra
gons threatened the Aberdeen goal six
Because of the limited time
tunes last Saturday, they were forced
available for a thorough prepar
to accept a scoreless tie in the annual
ation before the first inter-colHomecoming game played on Memorial
legiatc debate, I wish to an
field. The Dragons consistently out
nounce at this time that the Pi
played the heavier Wolves throughout
Kappa Delta subject for this
the major part of the game but could
year has been tentatively phrased
not push the ball»over in the crucial
as follows by the national sec ®
moments largely because of poor signal
retary: "Resolved: That the Fed
calling in the pinches.
eral government should enact
laws providing for a centralized
The team was well handled in midcontrol of industry to supplant
field, running up 13 first downs to the
our present individualistic sys
Wolves' two. Four times, due to a
tem". Whatever the final word
brilliant running attack, the local eleving may be, the issue is to be
en battered its way down to Aberdeen's
ten-yard line only to see their chances ® between some form of central
control of industry and our pre
fade on incomplete passes or halted
®
sent individualistic system.
line plunges. 'Twice more they reached {
Next week's MiSTiC will carrythe Wolves' 20-yard stripe but were'
plans for the organization of de
repulsed without scoring.
bate at the College for the com
Wolves Do Not Threaten
ing year.
The invaders never seriously threat
—P. F. Loewan
ened to score against the stalwart
Moorhead defense. Their only success
ful plays were a few long end runs emu
off-tackle smashes with Leland, carry
ing the ball, well protected by his |
mates blocking.
The Dragons uncorked a sensationa.
offensive in the first quarter to push
the ball up to the Wolves 15-yarc. j
( Continued from page one )
line. Two long runs by "'Tonny" Davis,! Park; and Agnes Edlund '31, teacher,
a pass from Robinson to Hank Booher. Felton.
Harriet Kirkevold '31, teacher of con
and a five-yard gain through the cen
ter of the line by Johnny Ingersoli solidated school, Fargo; Irene Lehman
netted the Dragons 60 yards to placi '31, teacher, Barnesville; Ruby Ander
them in scoring distance. Twice the\ son '31, teacher, Barnesville; Hazel
smashed the line for no gain; a past Doty '31, teacher, Breckenridge; Virene
was incomplete, and they were penal Loughlin, '31, teacher, Nevis; Irvin
ized five
yards to lose the ball or Mickelson '30, teacher, Bagley; Lucille
Hamery '31, teacher, Bagley; Agnes
downs.
Duffy, B. E. '31, Fargo.
Dragons Fail in Pinches
Olive Henrickson, '31, Lancaster;
Again in the second period the Dra
gons drove to the Wolves' 20 yarc. Kathryn Feyereisen '31, teacher, Perstripe with Davis, Ingersoli, and Robin ham; Bernice Lilliquist '31, teacher, Arson carrying the ball, aided by a pass gyle; Shirley Morrill, '31, Clinton; Ber
Gilpin to Robinson.
The Wolves nice 'Kravik, teacher, Breckenridge;
steadied and held the Dragons when James Dahl, B. E. '31, superintendent,
Glyndon; Kay Hazen '31, teacher, Mc
their passing game failed again.
intosh; Florence Renner, B. E. '31,
The Dragons' best scoring opportun
teacher,
Henning.
ity failed in the third quarter when
Earliss Sands '31, teacher, Oslo; Sarah
they were stopped on the Aberdeen
Criser '31, teacher, Park Rapids; Eunice
nine-yard line with three downs to
Berg '31, teacher, Fergus Falls; Evelyn
make four yards for a first down. How- i
Gunderson '31, Dalton; Alice Nesvold
ever, Robinson failed to make any
'31, teacher Gunderson School, Glyn
gain on a long end-run, and a pass
don; Wenonah Streed '31, teacher, Elwas grounded, giving Aberdeen the ball
dred; and Clarence Gludt, B. E. '31,
on downs.
principal, Leonard, N. D.
Wolves Stress Defense
Thelma Lindstrom '31, teacher, MilDuring most of the final period the tona; William Stevenson, teacher, Un
Wolves were content to kick out oi derwood; Harriet Fels '31, teacher;
danger at every opportunity and take Mavis; Althea Howard '31, teacher,
a tie rather than be in danger of suf Tracy; Mildred Graves '31, teacher,
fering defeat.
Mentor; Aurlette Thompson '31, teach
"Tonny" Davis skirted the ends sen er, Pelican Rapids; Alice Stadum '31,
sationally for several long gains to lead Pelican Rapids; Dorothy Hoel '31,
the Dragon oflense. Johnny Ingersoli teacher, Fisher; and Arthur Simson, '31,
backed up the line in fine style to help teacher and coach, McHenry, N. D.
materially in holding the Wolves at
bay. In the line Captain Nelson play-1 While strolling along the wide open
ed a hangup game. The two flankmen. spaces of Center Avenue in Moorhead.
Booher and Ireland did their share of Pat and Eastie came face to face with
blocking and tackling as well as catch- 1 a mouse gamboling on the thoroughfare.
ing a pass each to aid the Dragons' In the words of Eastie it was "a cute
offensive drives. Bill Robinson did some little mouse with a velvety coat, sleek,
nice punting to keep Aberdeen playing
well fed, and showed no signs of the
in mid-field.
depression." In fact, he waxed so poet
ic that the writer is inclined to believe
that Eastie is a potential Bobby Burns.

ALUMNI REGISTER
FROM MANY YEARS

Seven Members Named
To Lamba Phi Sigma

At a meeting of Lamba Phi Sigma.!
honorary educational fraternity, held in
the high school cottage Tuesday even
ing, seven new members were elected
to the order: Clarence Glasrud, Detroit
Lakes; Winnifred Gottenborg, Detroit
Lakes; Ruth Grothe, Fargo; Anna Mc
Donald, Hawley; Alice Nelson, Hallock:
Robert Walls, Washburn; and Gilo
Warren, Onamia.
GET YOUR PASTRY FOR THAT
M1DNITE LUNCH AT THE

HOME BAKERY

J. S. ERICKSON, Prop.
Phone 1329-W
518 Center Av.
Moorhead
Minnesota

Try the
"CHEVROLET SIX"

Kiefer Auto Company
Moorhead, Minnesola

WILLIAM POWELL
In _

The Road To Singapore
FRESHMEN TELL
OF HOMECOMING
(Continued from Page One!
"Having accepted the gifts, the Presi
dent gives the box to Hon. S. G. Cornstock and Dr. G L.. Gosslee for the
purpose of sealing it. Suddenly a quaint
and queer little man comes to our view
on the platform. He speaks a few
words to the president, then walks away
with the box under his arm. A flush
of anxiety and surprise is seen on many
a face. Where did the box go? Aren't
they going to bury it? Such are the
questions asked amongst the students.
"Members of the faculty walk the
floor to and fro, looking anxiously in
the direction that the little man went.
The Band breaks the monotony of
waiting moments by playing for us.
But where is the man with the box?
President MacLean introduces the last
speaker, Dr. Livingston C. Lord. His
gripping message fails to exclude the
thought of the box. While the ear is
tuned to receive the message, the eye is
watching for something.
"The message is ended, but that
something has not returned. The ten
sion becomes stronger
Ah, what
a balm of healing! There comes Hon
S. G. Comstock with the box under
his arm The box has merely been
sealed by the superintendent of the
contsruction company."
TEAMS VARY
IN HANDICAPS
"Our day dawned beautifully", says
Orvid Jorgenson. "Weather predictions
had been of varying varieties, but of
ficially were correct. Considering that
the weather was fine, the probability
was that the game would present major
thrills.
"The teams came on the field look
ing their best, and in short order the
game was on. Wide end runs seemed
to be the preference of both teams.
Line plunges and passing were plays
not to be overdone with two fast and
determined backfields such as Aber
deen and the Dragons .... Aberdeen
had everything to win and nothing to
lose, and our team was handicapped by
just the opposite."
MOUNTAINS AND
LAKES OF FOOD
"Have you ever entered a room in
which you saw so much food that you
were simply astounded?" asks Eva

HAVE THAT
AFTER GAME
L U N C H
at

College Suits
$19.75

Overcoats

Great minds are at work on the
Teachers College Campus trying to
decide whether the Dragons are
slowing up or the Aberdeen Teach
ers arc really a good team.
*

*

*

*

Hf

•

Moorhead

PARTICULAR

. or
Parti^ular People

BONVALIZE /
Bill Robinso -, Agent

Stop at BRITT'S First
Your Headquarters for

Candy & Lunch
Supplies

WATCH
OUT OF ORDER?
Bring it to our repair
department, and we
will make it run
like new.

FOR SAFETY INVEST
in

"Walk a Flight and
Buy Right"

NORTHERN STATES
POWER COMPANY

WIMMERS

6 Per Cent
PREFERRED STOCK

JEWELRY
Fargo

Tel. 686

Fargo, N. D.

W. G. W00DWARD CO. INC.

622 Center Avenue
We Buy and Sell for Cash—That's Why We Sell for Less
"EVERYTHING TO WEAR"
Dry Goods, Shoes, Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings, Millinery, Notions, Etc.

STONE'S
The House of Musical Service

Everything Known in Music
PIANOS — RADIOS — SHEET MUSIC
BAND INSTRUMENTS and SUPPLIES
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS REPAIRED

STONE'S MUSIC STORE
Fargo

Phone 860

No. Dak.

ALWAYS

CATERING

TO

—YOUNG

WOMEN—

We are featuring Smart Frocks that spell fashions
newest edicts for the

Student

Miss

*

And is apt to give trouble to "Sliv"
and his boys this week.
*

24 4th St. No.

#

Suspicion wafts in from Valley
City that the Viking system has had
the attention of the medicos.
*

Delicious Hamburgers and
Hot Dogs
Cold Malt & Pop
Pies and Pastries
Phone 6340
Give Us a Visit

You Are Always Welcome
Phone 970

As the Dragons huddle sounded
like a Lincoln Douglas debate—with
Booher and Davis having their ar
guments on the side.
*

C&H HAMBURGER SHOP

*

But il talking wilns games, the Fire
eaters should stand an even chance
as for the World Title.
*

Physician & Surgeon
Over First and Moorhead
National Bank

*

Critics gave the South Dakota
crowd the same chance that a oneeyed Chinaman has in a rifle contest.
*

Res. 365-R

Dr. G. L. Gosslee

*

Its all as strange as the Einstein
theory as why Nelson and his crew
couldn't push that ball over the last
white stripe.
*

Tel.: Off. 365-W

Lundquist. "If you have, you can
readily surmise my feelings when I
entered the kitchen at the College just
before the Homecoming banquet. Food,
food—just loads of food! Would they
ever use it all? That was a real ques
tion.
"Can you visualize a large tub filled
to overflowing with white, fluffy mash
ed potatoes? Can you imagine a mon
strous roaster just heaped with golden
brown chicken? Trays, innumerable
trays, filled with sweet potatoes roasted
to perfection. Creamed gravy, almost
enough to drown in! Just look! An
eighlf gallon jar filled with Dixie relish."
BANQUET
DECORATIONS BEAUTIFUL
"The pillars of the dining room were
beautifully decorated with large clus
ters of gold and red maple leaves,"
writes Rose Sheedy. "These leaves
were also clustered around the base of
the red, green, gold and black cathedral
candles which were placed in the center
of each table. At each place there was
a nut basket of yellow, red and green.
Each guest was provided with a menu
and program card carried out in the
same colors as the rest of the decora
tions.
t
"After the banquet the alumni, fac
ulty and students enjoyed the Home
coming Ball held in the Moorhead
Armory."
Editor's Note: Evidently this event
left the Freshmen speechless, for there
was no further material concerning this
interesting occasion.

Northern Lights

*

The Store for College Men

MIDNIGHT SHOW
11:30—Saturday
SUNDAY
1 P. M . — 1 1 P . M .

Candies — Fountain Service
We Cater to Student Patronage
4th St. and Center Ave.
Moorhead

*

Niggerhead

Oct. 30, 1931

Brown's Confectionery

*

$19.75
Before You Buy a Car

MiSTiC

*

$10.95

$16.95

$29.50

Maybe all this is abstract chatter,
and just high wind—lets hope so.

Northern School
Supply Company
8th St. and N. P. Ave.
FARGO

MARY ELIZABETH FROCK SHOP
101 Broadway

Fargo, No. Dak.

